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genuine conviction of the righteousness of their cause; by
assuming authority to relax the system of Greek fasts,
whose number and rigidity far exceeds Western practice;
by throwing their Influence at the right moment, this way
or that, in local disputes concerning the election to ec-
clesiastical office; as well as by any means which a sufetle
knowledge of human nature might suggest, they succeeded
in converting or perverting to Rome numbers of laity
and clergy. The see became honeycombed with papal ad-
herents. Even patriarchs connived at the propaganda,
while by 1686 four bishops had actually sent in their sub-
mission to Rome.1
The ecclesiastical history of the half century preceding
the schism of 1724 shows passages of genuine melodrama.
Here is a bewildering succession of intrigue and counter-
intrigue: two rival patriarchs of Antioch, Cyril and Atha-
nasius, backed in turn by the Porte, alternately ousting each
other from the see; popes of Rome, Circassian janissaries,
members of the Holy Synod at Constantinople, all taking a
hand in the game; bribery freely used and acknowledged;
sudden imprisonment followed by dramatic release; and,
finally, a cynical compromise between the two prelates, now
both advanced in years, by which Cyril keeps the throne,
sharing its revenues with Athanasius, who is promised the
right of succession. Out of this welter of events a few
facts emerge with tolerable clearness.2 The papal see had
but a single aim, namely, to get control of the Patriarchate
of Antioch, and thus favored alternately both of the rival
claimants, according as each might show ability to further
the cause. Both Cyril and Athanasius were determined to
1	See Dr. Wortabet's chapter on the Greek Catholic Church in his
" Religion in the East" (London, 1860).
2	The story of this stormy period is told in a highly partisan spirit
In two separate sets of chronicles (found in Arabic MSS. in the library
of the American Presbyterian Mission at Beyrout).   The Orthodox
chronicler is one Bureik, who brings his account down to 1792. ^ The
Greek Catholic chronicles are dated 1758, and are by the Rev. Yuhanna
Ajaimeh, who calls his work "The Book of the History of the Sect
[Tayyafeh] in Explanation of the Affairs of the Patriarchate of Anti-
och,"

